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On the History of the Idiom of the Upper Valais 

  

It seems that the first settlers to arrive in Valais (southwestern Switzerland) about 7,000 years ago 

were Ligurians, a pre-Indo-Germanic people living in Liguria, the region of today’s Genoa in 

northwestern Italy. Later, they were followed by Celts, Romans, Burgundians, Franks, Saracens 

and Alemanni. All of them left some vestiges of their cultures including specific terms (see 

remarks on dialect in the songs) or loan words still used today in the Upper Valais idiom.  

 

  

Since the 8th or 9th century (precise data vary according to source) the Alemanni immigrated in 

subsequent waves via the Gemmi and Grimsel Passes. Obviously, the immigrants entering the 

Upper Valais via the Gemmi Pass brought many expressions from the Old High German with 

them, while the immigrants entering our 

valley via the Grimsel Pass had a preference for the Middle High German vocabulary. The line 

separating the two idioms is situated in the village of Gamsen, between the towns of Brig and 

Visp. 

 

  

The linguistic barrier between the French-speaking Middle Valais and the German-speaking 

Upper Valais is defined by the Raspille River, which spills into the Rhone between the towns of 

Sierre and Salquenen (Salgesch). 

  

Due to the geographic and historical situation of Valais there are many Italian and French loan 

words to be found in the dialect of the Upper Valais.  

 

Even Anglo-Saxon loan words were imported by our Alemannic ancestors (e.g. Öwji = ewe = 

female sheep; Hamma = ham = thigh of an animal; Schddija = sty = pig stable). 

 

The lyrics of WALLISER BALLADEN 1 used an idiom enriched with Old High German terms because 

they contain many vowels and thus sound more melodious than their Middle High German 

counterparts. Interestingly enough there are no hard consonants in the Upper Valais idiom. We 

say Muedder instead of Mutter (mother), or Vadder instead of Vater (father). 

  

Geographic isolation due to the Valais and Bernese Alps and the French-German linguistic 

barrier created a situation I have termed "linguistic Galápagos Island."As a consequence of this 

isolation the dialect of the Alemannic immigrants hasn't changed much in the course of 1,000 

years. By now modern mass tourism has once again given new impulses to linguistic evolution. 
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Readers who want to know more about the evolution and characteristics of the Upper Valais 

idiom may consult the glossary at the end of my novel SCHNURRGEIGE. 

 

http://www.creando.org/?id=24&mod_action=show_article&article_id=47&shop_category_id=30 

 

 

  

In far-off Australia the Aborigines do believe that in what they term “dream-time,” their ancestors 

roamed the whole continent naming every rock, creek, spring, tree and animal, thus singing it 

into existence. They left what is called “tracks of the ancestors,” and what the white immigrants 

later called “song lines.” Today the Aborigines still follow these tracks and chant the rhythms, 

melodies and lyrics of their ancestors' songs. They are convinced that a land will die if it is not 

sung into existence on a regular basis. 

 

  

Like the novel SCHNURRGEIGE, WALLISER BALLADEN are once again a tribute to the culture I 

was  born in. Language creates identity; SCHNURRGEIGE and WALLISER BALLADEN are a 

contribution to the creation of identity. If we fail to open up to the world,  we shall wither away, 

just as we shall wither if we are not deeply rooted. The roots of our culture slumber in the dream-

time, that primordial epoch which vanished a long time ago but still influences us today. My 

novel and my songs follow the tracks of our own dream-time.  

 

NB 

Translating poetry is a tricky business. It gets even trickier if we try to translate lyrics from the Old 

High German and Middle High German idioms to the New High German language. Invariably, 

semantic associations and rhymes get lost in the process, as does the music of the language. 

  

My translations come as close as possible to the meaning of my lyrics. The following comments 

deal with the semantics of specific terms and expressions. 

 

 

 

 


